WHITE PAPER

ProntoForms
and iOS improve
field service
productivity

Paper-based workflow – yesterday’s choice
Mobile technology has changed the way people do their jobs. Businesses engaged in field data
collection are increasingly recognizing the importance of integrating mobile technology into field
worker operations. Businesses who are still relying on paper-based manual processes face a number
of productivity challenges:

Illegible handwritten paper
forms are vulnerable to
loss or theft

Manual processing of paperbased forms is a time-consuming
and error-prone process

High costs. An AIIM survey
estimated that paper-based
forms cost businesses $4.56
per document/form

No rich media capabilities
(images, sketches, sounds, voice
annotations, scanned bar codes
and more)

No embedded geo-stamps
and time stamps to prove
where and when an inspection
was performed

Delays in invoicing, service
delivery and order processing
which can lead to costly
breaches of Service Level
Agreements

An antiquated paper-based
system makes the the company
become less attractive to
younger employees

7.5%
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On average, 7.5% of all paper
documents are lost altogether.
The re-creation costs associated
are inestimable.
Visioneer, Inc.,
a Xerox Scanner Licensing Partner
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The ineffective communication associated with paper-based workflows can have a dramatic impact on productivity, as field workers often fail to receive critical and up-todate project information from the office. It’s not uncommon for crews to use outdated
schedules and show up at the wrong time or place for a particular project, sometimes
without the specialized tools required for the day’s tasks. These delays can have disastrous implications for companies delivering time-sensitive and mission-critical data to
their customers.
Though businesses are aware of the pitfalls associated with relying on manual processes, many believe that a greater challenge would be adapting to new technology, and
managers are often wary of adopting new digital platforms. Most companies use some
form of digital tools for data gathering, but an ad-hoc collection of digital photos, email
and spreadsheets is not the same as a cohesive and auditable analytics solution with
GPS, time stamps and other meta data. Attempting to integrate a range of ad-hoc digital sources into a robust analytics system is a tedious and error-prone process.

Once a company has decided to upgrade to
a mobile solution for collection and sharing
field data, there are a number of solution
components to consider. This white paper
will guide you through the many options.
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Platform considerations

Devices
The first thing to consider is the devices themselves. Consider a device with a reputation for cutting edge technology that is usable out of the box. The successful launch of
3-dimensional device interaction is a great example of this.
It is important that the device you choose suits the different needs present in every
business. Whether a user needs a large screen and the ability to connect to a keyboard,
or they need to be fully hands-free, your platform has to be flexible enough to accommodate every need. Ideally, the platform will be familiar to the majority of your users to
minimize the training process. Ideally they should be user-friendly and intuitive even to
novices and people who are unfamiliar with mobile technology.
The devices must have a reputation for consistent connectivity, with hardware specially
designed to ensure that your team will be connected wherever they go. Powering down
is not an option during the day, so ideally the device will be able to boast the longest
battery life in the industry.
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Rugged Devices
If you need your device to meet military
standards for durability, their significantly
higher price points may be acceptable.
However, consumer products, when paired
with specially-designed cases and other
accessories, can be made to withstand
inclement conditions, and offer a much better
user experience.
For all but the most extreme environments,
consumer products are often not just enough
– they’re ideal.

OS
The operating system that runs your mobile solution has to be powerful enough to fuel
your business, and simple enough that onboarding users is quick and easy with little to
no training. The chosen OS will need to support third-party apps, including the tools,
frameworks and guidelines to help developers build great apps. It should also craft its
basic features, like the ability to search the device’s content, to be compatible with any
app on the device.
Integration with back-office systems and cloud services needs to be easily manageable either by an administrator on your team, or by individual users. This is especially
important when your team is BYOD, or works with contractors that have to submit data
to your back office.
Updates to your solution’s operating system should be frequent and reliable to mitigate
emerging security risks. If they’re reviewable by administration before they’re made
available to mobile users, even better. To save time, it is desirable for administrators to
be able to customize the roll out of apps and updates when using managed, company-owned devices without the need to interact with the devices directly. This will not
only eliminate the need for users to bring their devices in, it will ensure devices are only
running authorized versions of the app(s).
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App Selection
The app store supported by your mobile solution needs to include the best apps for
business users in a wide range of categories: Business, Finance, News, Productivity,
Reference, Travel, Utilities and many more. If your team or contractors work with
multiple platforms, it’s also preferable that these apps are accessible cross-platform for
company-wide visibility and support where it’s needed.
Be sure your solution’s app store supports secure, bulk purchasing and deployment of
apps, and allows you to schedule updates for your team, or accommodates BYOD users
with app codes.

Security
Whether users’ devices are company-owned or BYOD, it is important that your mobile
platform is a leader in security with a proven record of success. The app store must
feature strict security and QA protocols that minimize the risk of end users being
exposed to apps that contain viruses, security risks, and other malware.
The devices themselves must take a holistic approach to security with hardware,
software, and services designed to ensure that both third-party and in-house apps
access data only in ways that are authorized.
The platform must also support fingerprint login, as well as remote wipe capabilities for
lost or stolen devices.
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Enterprise Support
It’s important that the platform offers broad out of the box support for third party
enterprise-level Mobile Device Management (MDM) solutions. These solutions are used to
secure, manage, and monitor hundreds, or thousands, of corporate- and employee-owned
mobile devices that access business critical data in an enterprise environment.
Security and configurability are key components of an enterprise-level mobile platform,
so look for best-in-class security that can be easily managed – starting at the system
level, via strong encryption and data protection features, via app and network security,
security tools for Internet services, down to privacy controls for the devices themselves.
A platform that offers the above controls is well suited for use in the enterprise.

MDM
PRIVACY CONTROLS

ENCRYPTION
DATA PROTECTION
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Desired mobile solution capabilities

Ability to capture rich data – even offline
Many of today’s paper-based business tasks can be performed much quicker by taking
pictures, scanning barcodes, tracking employee movements and recording signatures
to confirm authenticity. If you do all this on a single device, and store it automatically,
even better. To effectively communicate and authenticate information in the field, it is
essential your mobile solutions include these capabilities.
As field workers often work in remote locations, they can’t afford to stop working whenever they lose internet access. The mobile solution must include the ability to capture
rich data in the field whether their mobile devices can connect to the internet or not.
Failing to do so can lead to not only lengthy delays, but also embarrassing moments in
front of customers when offline device becomes unusable.
For this reason, simple web apps running in a browser cannot be recommended for
professional field service use. Only native mobile apps meet the needs of today’s field
service professionals.

Highly scalable and configurable
The best mobile solutions are scalable and flexible enough to meet the needs of an
ever-changing environment. All aspects of the solution should be easily configured and
controlled, regardless of the size of the workforce, the types of information collected in
the field, the types of devices used, operating systems, types of back-end and analytics
systems used.

69%

18%

13%

of businesses are
using cloud services
to support their
business operations

plan to use cloud
services within the
next year

plan to use cloud
services within
three years
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Cloud manageable
Forward-thinking companies are increasingly turning to cloud services as they open
great opportunities for low cost, highly scalable solutions while those relying on internal
IT infrastructures face large capital expenditures in hardware, data centre facilities, and
operations when trying to expand.

Cloud Services Utilization in Business
2014 International Data Group survey results (SMBs, large companie & enterprises)

87%

of small and medium businesses used cloud services
and 43% wish they had adopted the service sooner.

75%

say it reduces time spent managing IT

94%

say it produces security benefits

70%

say it improves service availability

51%

are reinvesting money they saved back into their
business as a result of moving to the cloud

Seamless end-to-end workflow
The mobile solution must facilitate an end-to-end workflow to ensure effective business
operations throughout the organization. Employees, managers and other stakeholders
must be able to seamlessly record, store, access, and share information in real-time
using a wide range of workstations, laptops, tablets and mobile phones. This makes
it possible to extract value and generate actionable business insights based on the
collected field data.

Store & Share
Cloud & Back-Office

FORM

Mobile Forms
App

DATA

PDF
CSV/XLS
DOC
JSON
XML

Report & Analyze
Analytics

Mobile Forms
Admin Portal

Notify & React
Email, SMS, Events...
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Big Data Analytics
Along with cloud adoption, many organizations are beginning to make use of analytics
to leverage collected field data quickly, and respond to business processes and opportunities faster.
According to The International Institute for Analytics, a company requiring analytics a
decade ago would engage in descriptive analytics: they would simply condense big data
into smaller, more useful nuggets of information. This typically was time-consuming and
involved creating analytical models in batch processes which influenced decisions made
based on experience and intuition.
Analytics advanced into big data in the mid-2000’s, when complex data sources and
new analytical and computational capabilities emerged, including predictive analysis
where existing data can be used to predict outcomes for different causes of action.
Today, the most advanced analytics tools allow companies to leverage big data to perform prescriptive analysis where data can be used to recommend one or more courses
of action – and show the likely outcome of each decision.
Analytics tools allow you use big data to track progress on a number of projects
and drill down to identify productivity challenges by region, work group, site or even
individual employees. Additionally, analytics provide quick access to data that can be
used to confirm compliance to address legal, regulatory or other requests from partners
and/or management.

The choice to build or buy

The choice to build or buy
A major factor that needs to be considered before adopting any data collection solution
is whether to build it internally or adopt an existing solution. SMBs rarely, if ever, have the
required expertise in-house, which rules out a do-it-yourself project.
Enterprises might have software teams that could undertake a project of this size, but
unless creating mobile apps for data collection is among your core competencies, your
time to market is likely going to be long and there’s no guarantee you’ll get the results
you want. Examples abound of enterprises spending thousands of man-hours over sixto-nine months trying to come up with a software solution for data collection, only to
realize the end product doesn’t meet the needs of the end users and they’re back to
square one.
Enterprises that can afford to build their own app also generally need to support BYOD
contractors that don’t use standard devices issued by corporate IT departments, and
so either can’t access the company’s app, or the company must build to accommodate
multiple platforms. It’s also important to note that if you’re building solutions for existing
products, keeping app development up-to-date with new releases on the platform can
cause delays in programming.
It has been said that all software development projects take twice as long and costs twice as much as
initially planned. Analysts suggest that approximately

Hofstadter’s Law: It always

30% of the development costs of an in-house app will

takes longer than you expect,

be spent in yearly maintenance-only costs. In con-

even when you take into

trast, subscriber deployed solutions have zero-to-little
maintenance and support costs and frees up sizeable
enterprise IT and development resources, requiring
no further major maintenance costs.

account Hofstadter’s Law.
— Douglas Hofstadter, Gödel, Escher,
Bach: An Eternal Golden Braid
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Case studies
Shell’s Health and Safety team strives to make Groundbirch, B.C. a place where no one gets hurt, nothing gets
spilled, and damage to assets and reputation simply
do not occur. Before adopting a mobile solution for its
health & safety procedures, each site operated somewhat in isolation. Many documents were modified in the
field, not all sites performed inspections and checklists,
and the process differed from one site to the next.
Using this process to monitor and maintain health and safety compliance resulted in
inconsistent inspection forms across the company. This meant that analytics reporting
in SpotFire, their chosen business intelligence analytics tool, suffered. SpotFire requires
consistent data entry by administrative staff, and often there were delays in data entry,
which caused delays in noticing safety trends. Additionally, inconsistent reporting was
received from subcontractors for safety issues because they didn’t have access to Shell’s
reporting systems.
ProntoForms provided Shell with a form building toolset, which they used to develop
their own forms for use on iOS devices. Shell was able to roll out consistent tracking and
reporting capabilities.
ProntoForms’ breadth of features and capabilities equipped Shell with the tools they needed
to consistently track and report on their capabilities, as well as integrate ProntoForms with
their analytics engine. The mobile solution
provided to Shell by easily scaled, and was
distributed to all of Shell’s users while maintaining a consistent operational cost for
forms. The low cost of ownership for the
ProntoForms mobile solution was proven to be
the best value for the best return.
Shell needed a lean process and consistent
measurement tool that could quickly gather
and effortlessly track, filter and analyze the
information gathered in the field and make
sense of it.
Shell is now able to track, filter and analyze the information gathered from field workers,
keeping their sites – and their employees – productive and safe.
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Crosstown Transit Constructors is a joint
venture of four Canadian and American
construction firms. Its goal is to complete
the western contract for the Eglinton
Crosstown Extension Light Rail Train (LRT)
for the city of Toronto, to expand the city’s subway system. This extensive construction
project is one with high health and safety requirements, including the undertaking of
regular construction audits and adherence to stringent regulations.
Featuring close to 300 employees (including subcontractors),
Crosstown Transit Constructors has over a dozen types of

“We use iPads in the field and

critical forms that field workers must fill out. Thus, according

underground, so the ability of the

to Christina Lindstrom, Crosstown Transit Constructors Health
and Safety Manager, the communication of information is a
key challenge.
“We began the old fashioned way, with paper forms in the
field, for everything from safety site checklists to surface engineering reports. But we knew there had to be a more efficient and effective way of communicating this data.”
Through research and due diligence, Crosstown decided on
mobile forms from ProntoForms to speed up business pro-

ProntoForms application to function
without network connectivity is huge
for us. Our field staff fill out mobile
forms. Then, once connectivity is
established, the forms are sent from
the App’s outbox.”
Christina Lindstrom
Health and Safety Manager

cesses and increase productivity.
“We tested out ProntoForms and liked it right away. It was easy to see the value in
mobilizing our forms in the field. We began our ProntoForms rollout with approximately
15 users on iPhones and iPads, with plans to expand use.”
Several of the ProntoForms features have proven to be invaluable to the Crosstown data
collection process, including offline functionality and photo capture.
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The next step in the process is where Crosstown is really seeing great ROI.
“Previously, paper forms would eventually make their way back to me. I would then
have to review them for errors and perform time-consuming data entry or scanning.
Before, the process could take up to five days. Now, forms are dispatched to all of management via ProntoForms and the whole process takes an hour.” The success of Crosstown’s mobile form deployment has management looking at other processes in which
ProntoForms can be deployed.
“In an industry where safeguarding employees and the job site is paramount, ProntoForms has greatly helped to streamline and speed up our health and safety data collection and reporting.”

Mobile solution provider profile

Iterative Approach
Look for a mobile solution provider that offers an iterative approach to designing, building and deploying mobile forms. This flexible process allows you to use a simple form
as a starting point and iterate, test, make changes, refine, gather user feedback, and
increase deployment on your own terms.
Your needs are likely to evolve as you realize the many benefits of using mobile forms,
and your solutions provider should enable you to continually make changes to your mobile forms application.

Customer Testimonials
Customer testimonials are a good way to assess a company’s capabilities, performance and reputation in the market. Look for a solutions provider that has experience
deploying mobile solutions to customers of all sizes in different markets, verticals, and
deployment environments. A breadth and depth of real-world deployment experience
means there’s a good chance they know how to avoid common mistakes and pitfalls that
might befall a less experienced solutions provider.
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Complete Solution & Deployment Experience
There are other signs you can watch for when choosing between mobile data collection providers. The leading mobile forms provider will have full solution capabilities for
mobile data collection, a sophisticated administrative portal, workflow connectivity to
the cloud, and analytics. It will be important for your mobile forms provider to have
experience deploying and supporting the solution with an organization with your size,
and in turn be able to offer a breadth of deployment and outsourced management
services. Look for proof that they have best-in-class customer support to protect against
any pitfalls that could impede the success of your venture. Finally, when new features are
released in your mobile platform, be confident that the solution will be able to incorporate those new dimensions into their apps so you can take advantage of these updates.

Solution leverage
Finally, your mobile form provider should have top-tier partners, allowing you to leverage your solution with additional industry-leading solutions. These partners should
be similarly positioned in the market to provide with top-tier hardware, software, and
security.

Industry recognition. Look for mobile forms
providers that have received recognition from
independent business analytics and industry
analysts for their solution’s capabilities and
the company’s customer service.
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iOS & ProntoForms: a path to productivity
Mobile data collection solutions can have a significant impact on overall productivity for
any organization with a field service team. Replacing outmoded paper-based processes
with mobile forms can yield savings of hundreds of thousands of dollars per year, or
hundreds of man-hours per month, just to cite two recent ProntoForms examples.
This white paper discusses the many considerations
companies face when adopting a mobile data collection solution, and the conclusion is clear: the combination of iOS devices and ProntoForms is the best
option for improving field worker productivity today.
The iOS ecosystem includes software, hardware, and
services that have been designed to work together
seamlessly – offering the best user experience in the
industry. An iOS-based solution features not only
best-in-class devices, but also an enterprise-friendly
architecture, while its security features protect its
users across devices, networks, and Internet services.
ProntoForms, a proven data collection and analytics
platform, offers a sophisticated and easy-to-use mobile solution that is transforming the way companies
do business today. No other mobile forms provider
has more experience and the company is frequently

“We use ProntoForms on iPhones and iPads
in the field because the iOS platform is by
far the easiest to use.”
JEFF PEEL
COO, PESADO ENERGY SERVICES

acknowledged by top-tier industry partners as a
mobility leader.

Want to see if ProntoForms can help mobilize your business?
Request a free consultation with a mobile forms expert
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